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As a founding member of Pollock Begg, Candice L. Komar’s legal career
spans more than two decades as a prominent practitioner.

Innovative Approach to Family Law

Candice has established herself as a leader in collaborative law as well as
a formidable opponent in the courtroom by leveraging her affinity for
business and her understanding of the sensitivity surrounding family law.
A certified mediator, who is also a fierce courtroom litigator, Candice excels
at divorces involving:
of closely held businesses
■■ Valuation
Complex
custody
■■ Custody relocationand child support litigation
■■ Collaborative law
■■

Candice is regularly sought out by the media to discuss topical and
cutting-edge legal issues. She often comments on high-profile national
cases for network television programs. Her candid, hard-hitting and
unbiased opinion garners her national speaking engagements. Both
Pennsylvania Super Lawyers and Pittsburgh Magazine have featured
Candice’s pioneering work in collaborative law, making her an
in-demand speaker and lecturer on negotiation and conflict resolution.
Candice’s legal experience is complimented by a constellation therapy
certification, providing her a deeper understanding of her clients’
motivations. With her unique perspective, she crafts legal strategies that
leverage the interest of both parties. She is available to speak on a range of
topics: high-conflict custody cases — including those involving same-sex and
unmarried couples — domestic abuse, collaborative law, and alimony and
child support issues.

Accomplishments

in Pennsylvania Super Lawyers since 2007
■■ Listed
in Top 50 Women Pennsylvania Super Lawyers since 2009
■■ Listed
in Top 50 Pittsburgh Super Lawyers 2009-2011, 2014
■■ Listed
in The Best Lawyers in America since 2008
■■ Listed
AV Preeminent by Martindale-Hubbell Peer Review Ratings
■■ Rated
in mediation by the Association of Conflict Resolution
■■ Certified
in collaborative law and board member of the Collaborative Law
■■ Trained
Association of Southwestern Pennsylvania
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